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Planning System of Sweden

1. Planning system in general
• History of the planning system
A hundred years ago the towns had exceptionally weak opportunities to steer the
development of their towns. A law in 1810 had made land a tradable commodity. When
land became a tradable commodity the doors were opened for speculation in the
people’s need for housing. The low standards of hygiene and the great fire hazards in
the towns and cities were noticed. The need to rectify these problems led to the
Building Decree (byggnadsstadgan) of 1874 – this is often called the first modern
building legislation in Sweden.

The Building Decree of 1874 ordered the towns to draw up and implement urban plans.
It also contained a demand that the towns should have building orders and building
committees. However, the Building Decree was a royal ordinance and had not been
considered by the Riksdag. This meant that the decree did not have status of civil law.
Thus, the towns could not force property owners to follow the plans. It was even harder
for the towns to control development outside of their borders. Both conservative and
radical politicians proposed measures to remedy the urgent need for housing. The
conservatives saw a need for measures both to stop emigration, and to reduce the risk
for a revolution. The lesson was learnt from Germany that a precondition for a
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harmonious development of an expanding town was that the city should possess the
ownership rights of land for urban development.
There was an early realisation that the towns were legally ‘handicapped’ when it came
to the implementation of town plans. Several proposals were put forward. The Town
Planning Act (stadsplanelagen) entered into force in 1909. Its purpose was to establish
the legal relations between municipalities and property owners. It set an obligation for
land owners to contribute to the costs for the implementation of a town plan. The Town
Planning Act introduced the municipal planning monopoly in Sweden. Town plans were
to be adopted by the town council and then be formally established by the
King/Government. At the formal establishment the King could not deviate from the plan
as adopted by the municipality. This was justified by reference to the implementation
costs that the municipality undertook when adopting the plan. The municipalities
gained both redemption rights and redemption obligations to land for streets and other
land for public spaces.

The problems of ‘overgrown’ building development outside the areas covered by town
plans were noticed but the active municipal land policy remained a prerequisite to deal
with the problems that the Riksdag had pointed at.
The Town Planning Act was reformed in 1931. Among other things this was in order to
enable legally binding regulations for the differentiation of use of both building blocks
as well as streets and land for public spaces. The law also gave opportunities for more
detailed regulations for buildings. It strengthened the position of the city vis-à-vis the
land owner by making it possible to reduce old building rights when redeveloping areas
and by making it possible to claim up to 40% of undeveloped land without
compensation to the land owner. Under certain conditions the Government also gained
the right to establish a town plan against the will of the town. This right has only been
used once during the past 75 years. This was in the 1970s when the state forced
through a plan for a postal terminal between Stockholm and Solna, against the will of
the town of Solna.
One of the most serious deficiencies of the 1931 Town Planning Act was that it did not
enable rules on where the establishment of settlements was allowed. The exploitation
of land for settlements was, in principle, free. Settlements grew in areas that could not
be supplied with roads, water or sewage treatment. They spread over large areas. The
most troublesome conditions were on the edges of the towns and cities. In 1947 the
Government proposed an entirely new Building Act and Building Decree. To a great
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extent the law had been inspired by the investigations on planning and land policy that
had been published in the United Kingdom. This law established the basic principle
that the public is to have the authority to determine where and when built-up areas can
be developed. The law states that planning is required in order for land to be utilised
for the development of built-up areas and the Building Decree states that building
permits must be refused for actions that contravene these regulations. A plan cannot
be established for an area that is not, from the public point-of-view, suitable for built-up
areas or settlements. Furthermore, a plan cannot established until the exploitation of
the area is suitable from the public point-of-view. The development of built-up areas
can thus be prevented by refusing to plan for them. Planning is a municipal task. There
was no proposal to compensate for the lost development rights for the building up of
areas. With the Building Act of 1947 the municipalities gained the right to determine
where, when and how building development was to take place or be changed.
It was still a requirement that municipal plans should be approved by the Government.
Its evaluation was a professional evaluation of quality. The expert authority of the
Government was the old equivalent of the National Board for Housing, Building and
Planning. In 1960 the examination of whether the plans should be approved or not was
transferred to the county administrative boards. Since then, and supported by the
municipal planning monopoly, practically all new building development in Sweden has
been governed by political decisions.

The 1947 Building Act also introduced important novelties in the general planning
instruments; the general plan for towns and settlements and the regional plan for areas
that covered several municipalities. The general plan could become legally binding for
all parties concerned by being formally established by the Government. However, that
option was hardly ever used. The regional plan was also formally established by the
Government but only constituted a recommendation for municipal planning.
Continuous regional planning has only taken place in the Stockholm area.

National physical planning (fysisk riksplanering) was started in 1965. The background
for this was a need to better be able to regulate development outside built-up areas.
This concerned both industrial establishments and the leisure housing areas, which
were growing rapidly as a consequence of increased mobility. From 1971 the building
up of sparsely populated areas also required planning considerations by the public
sector. In this way the planning monopoly had been expanded so that all development
had to be tried and found suitable by the politically appointed bodies of the
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municipality. Development in sparsely populated areas is tried in a direct building
permit application and a refused building permit may be appealed and the plaintiff can
win an appeal case against the municipality.
The Planning and Building Act of 1987 is based on the same principles as the Building
Act of 1947 with its later additions. However, it removed the compulsory state-level
examination and formal establishment of municipal planning decisions. The state can
only act against a municipal planning decision if the decision contravenes certain
national interests defined in laws, if it jeopardises the interests of neighbouring
municipalities or poses a danger to health and safety. The opportunity that was
introduced in 1931 to establish plans against the will of the municipality was limited to
plans that were needed to satisfy national interests or inter-municipal co-ordination.
This way the Government was given the possibility to decide on the location of nuclear
waste storage. Since the 1999 Environmental Code, this opportunity also covers traffic
infrastructure installations and hydropower installations.

The municipalities were obliged to draw up a Municipal comprehensive plan
(översiktsplan) that covered the entire municipal area. The statement by the county
administrative board forms a compulsory planning document in the comprehensive
plan. This deals primarily with the handling of national interests. In this way, the
comprehensive plan becomes a kind of contract between the state and the municipality
on the treatment of the national interests. The individual property owner gained
economic security for the present use of land, including also the buildings on the
property. The right of the land owner to get compensation when the present use of land
was restricted or intruded upon was also strengthened.

The means that can be used in Sweden to prevent activities that are environmentally
undesirable have successively been increased at the expense of municipal influence.
At the same time the financial incentives to promote a desired development have been
dismantled. An example of the way in which restrictive measures have gained a
stronger position is the establishment of the Environmental Code in 1999. This has
meant that a number of decisions on the localisation of activities that have
environmental impacts have been transferred from the political sector to the legal
sector. The fact that restrictive measures gained a stronger position is connected to a
weakened confidence in political assessments. The same is true about the stronger
position of the courts at the expense of the politically appointed bodies. The
development towards market-based management means that private initiatives are
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gaining increased importance in new building developments. The municipalities no
longer carry out an active land policy, which has been one of the most important
prerequisites to steer building development throughout the 20th century. The
development has also gone towards local opinion gaining increased importance.
Legislation has successively strengthened the demands of information and
consultation. A benevolent interpretation of this development is that the municipal
hegemony over planning has been replaced by three other phenomena that are
gaining in importance:
1. Negotiations between equal partners that represent different forms of power –
political, financial and professional.
2. Legal trial and examinations in court of controversial planning decisions.
3. An increased citizen influence, inter alia through a stronger media coverage.

•

Basic principles
The municipalities carry the main responsibility for land-use planning in Sweden. A
municipal planning monopoly exists. This means that no change to the use of land can
take place unless it is based on a municipal plan. Individual land-owners cannot build
on their land if the building development is not in agreement with the municipal plans.
With few exceptions the state cannot decide on the change of use of land if the
decision would go against municipal plans. With only few exceptions, the municipalities
have the right of veto in planning matters.

All municipalities must have a current comprehensive plan that covers the entire
municipality. The Municipal comprehensive plan is not legally binding but is meant to
form the basis of decisions on the use of land and water areas. The comprehensive
plan must be considered by the municipal council at least once during each term of
office (4 years). The Detailed development plan is the legally binding instrument. It is
the most important instrument for implementing the intentions of the comprehensive
plan. It divides obligations and rights between the municipality and the land owners. It
provides a strong protection of the rights accorded by the plans to land owners during
an implementation period that can vary between 5 and 15 years. Special area
regulations are more simple planning instruments that are also binding and are
primarily used outside built-up areas to ensure agreement with the comprehensive plan
in certain respects.
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For the planning of matters concerning several municipalities the legislation
appropriates the instrument of Regional plan. The municipalities concerned can make
a joint demand to the Government that a regional planning body should be appointed.
From then, planning in a municipality that is a member of the regional planning body
must agree with the regional planning pursued by the that body. Currently, regional
planning only exists in the Stockholm and Göteborg areas. Environmental impact
assessments (EIA) also constitute an important instrument in municipal planning. They
are compulsory in several contexts and also have to form part of the basis for the
detailed development plans.

•

Objectives and scope
The comprehensive objectives of physical planning are stated in the introductory
section of the Planning and Building Act. The provisions aim, with due regard to the
individual’s right to freedom, at promoting societal progress towards equal and good
living conditions and a good and lasting sustainable environment for the benefit of the
people of today’s society as well as of future generations.

The fact that planning the use of land and water areas is a matter for the municipality is
established already in the second section of the law. More precise objectives of
different planning tasks are determined and stated independently by the municipalities.
Objectives for the municipal planning that are set by the state can primarily be found in
laws and ordinances decided by the Riksdag. Chapter 2 of the Planning and Building
Act is the primary source for this but chapters 3 and 4 of the Environmental Code are
also important. The central government agencies, in consultation with county
administrative boards, issue closer instructions regarding the national interests that are
indicated in these chapters. The most important government agencies are the
Environmental Protection Agency, the National Heritage Board and the Swedish Roads
Administration. The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning provides advice
for planning and best practice examples. However, there is no obligation to follow this
advice. Books on comprehensive planning and detailed development planning that are
published by the National Board for Housing, Building and Planning are applied to a
great extent.
Legislation provides detailed rules concerning the handling of plans and the
municipalities are obliged to follow these. This concerns, among other things, the forms
and ways of public influence and consultations. If these rules are not followed, an
adopted plan can be declared invalid. The Government can influence municipal
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planning by way of subsidies for certain types of housing or installations but do not
provide other objectives for physical planning.

•

Main instruments
The different type of plans in the Planning and Building Act – Regional plan, Municipal
comprehensive plan, Detailed development plan, Special area regulations and
Property regulation plan – are the instruments of physical planning. Of these the most
important are: the comprehensive plan that covers the entire municipality, the (so
called) detailed comprehensive plan (fördjupad översiktsplan) that has the same status
as a comprehensive plan but only covers a part of a municipality, and the detailed
development plan.

•

Significance of transnational and trans-border aspects
The ESDP (European Spatial Development Perspective) forms part of the EU’s work
on planning with the goal of reducing regional and national differences in development
conditions. It includes a combination of planning types that have previously been
separated in Sweden:

planning and regional policy measures. The term “spatial

planning” does not yet have a good Swedish translation. European co-operation is
pushing development forward in Sweden. Supported by different EU funds such as
Interreg IIIB, development work is taking place in several regions. On the Nordic level
(Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden), Nordregio exists as a centre for
research and development and on the Swedish level the Centre for Spatial
Development and Planning (CTUP) exists at Blekinge Institute of Technology.

•

Current and upcoming changes
The administrative system
The past 10-12 years have meant great changes to the values and preconditions of the
Swedish welfare state. The financial crisis of 1992-1994 sent a quiver through Swedish
society. Unemployment rose to levels not experienced in Sweden since the 1930s. The
Government was forced to take drastic measures in different welfare systems to
achieve a balanced state budget. Of these the most significant for planning was the
abolishment of housing subsidies and rules for housing production connected to these.
The housing sector that cost the state 3.5 billion EUR/year before the year 1992
changed to give the state a net contribution of 1 billion EUR/year at the end of the
1990s. This was primarily due to a property tax.
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These changes caused the Government to establish several inquiry commissions on
the division of responsibilities and legislation. The inquiry commission that may have
the most long-lasting effects is the Committee of Responsibilities (Ansvarskommittén)
set up in 2003. The Government finds that new behaviour and new needs, economic,
demographic and technological factors, as well as the EU membership and
internationalisation in general, pose important challenges for the organisation of
society. At the same time these changes create preconditions for dynamic
development.

The Committee of Responsibilities is to identify, to point at and to analyse those
changes in society that have an impact on the structure and division of tasks between
the state, the county councils and the municipalities, and that may cause changes to
these divisions of tasks.

The committee’s task is also to analyse the changes in

society that have an impact on the division of tasks between the Government and the
government agencies.

In its directives the Government points to the paradoxical fact that Sweden is a unitary
state with a strong central state at the same time as the there is far-reaching municipal
self-government with a wide range of responsibilities. Another special feature is the
fact that state agencies and authorities are under the Government but, unlike other
countries, they do not form part of the central Government Offices. They are
responsible for making their own decisions, based on legislation and governmental
directives, and formally the members of Government have no political responsibility for
these decisions to the Riksdag.

The regional level has, primarily as a consequence of EU membership, ended up as
the focus of discussions on structure and the division of tasks. In Sweden it is, among
other things, the co-operation on structural funds, the endeavours to increase
democracy in the applicant countries, and the efforts in the Baltic Sea area that have
played an important role in this development.

The committee’s task is to look at how municipalities and county councils manage their
welfare tasks based on demographic, social cost-benefit and technological changes.
One of the main questions for the committee is the existing division into municipalities
and counties. Which consequences does this division have for efficient co-operation in
planning when the travel patterns of the citizens are changing and the housing and
local labour market areas are growing in size? The committee also has a task of
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looking at how the internationalisation and in particular the co-operation in the EU is
affecting the Swedish political and administrative system? This applies to both
geographical divisions as well as the need to change areas of responsibilities in the
organisation of society.

In particular, the role of the regional level is to be given special attention. In this context
attention is also given to the insight and influence of the municipalities and county
councils into the EU decision-making. One central question that is asked is whether the
Swedish model of administration needs to be adapted to the special conditions that EU
membership requires. The committee has, during the latter part of its work, been giving
attention to the division of tasks in land-use planning and there especially pointed to
the lack of co-ordination between environmental legislation and physical planning. The
committee will deliver its proposals in 2007.

Planning legislation
In 2002 the Government appointed a committee to produce a coherent review of the
planning and building legislation. This committee reported in 2005. It found that there
exists a unison and strong support in favour of the basic objectives of the Planning and
Building Act, and for the basic structure of the Act. Thus the committee did not suggest
any significant changes to the set of rules that are currently (2006) valid for physical
planning. The committee emphasises that comprehensive planning should be more
strategic in its orientation. The (so called) detailed comprehensive plan should gain an
explicit legal status. It is also suggested that it could be thematic and deal with specific
activities or areas of interest. Detailed development plans could, to a greater extent, be
made more comprehensive. They should also, in certain cases, be made more
concrete through regulations about buildings and plots of land during the
implementation period. It is proposed that the legislation places higher demands on
intermunicipal co-operation. The municipalities would be given increased opportunities
to appeal the planning decisions of other municipalities, but the municipal planning
monopoly and the municipal responsibility for physical planning is proposed to remain.
The lack of intermunicipal co-ordination as a cause for state intervention against
municipal plans is abolished. The committee proposes that the appeal decisions of
municipal planning decisions should be moved from the Government to special
planning and environmental courts. The county administrative boards should even in
future be the first appeal instance.
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The proposal of the committee is now (2007) being prepared by the Government
Offices. A first proposal to change the laws, based on the committee’s proposals, can
possibly be expected during 2007.

In 1999 a special committee was given the task to evaluate the application of the
Environmental Code and to deliver proposals for necessary changes. The questions,
that this committee had paid particular attention to, include regulations on
environmental quality standards, the water framework directive and how to make
environmental assessment more efficient. Attention was given to the sanctions
included in the Environmental Code and the Code’s rules on consideration as well as
the organisation that exists for trying these. In the final report (2005) the committee
deals with the system for environmental quality standards in the Environmental Code,
the experiences from the appeal rights of environmental organisations, and the fees for
assessment and control.

An environmental quality standard is a regulation relating to the quality of land, water,
air or other aspects of the environment. The committee’s proposals are primarily aimed
at strengthening the action programmes to achieve the quality standards. The
committee delivered proposals for increased opportunities to issue general regulations
when necessary, in order to achieve environmental quality standards. The proposals
are important when it comes to the application of environmental quality standards in
decisions according to the Planning and Building Act. The suggestion is that
environmental

organisations

gain

increased

opportunities

to

participate

in

environmental processes.

The committee also believes that there is a need to create a co-ordinated system for
environmental impact assessment, i.e. the production of environmental impact
assessments (statements) and the environmental examination the follows this. Existing
rules are unclear and can lead to the production of several EIAs for what is in essence
the same purpose.

2. Planning legislation and jurisdiction
• Legal framework of planning
The Environmental Code and the Planning and Building Act form the legal basis of
physical planning in Sweden. The Environmental Code constitutes an ’umbrella’ for the
Planning and Building Act as well as other special laws that have an impact on the
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physical environment. The aim of the Environmental Code is to promote sustainable
development. It is to be applied so that:
•

human health and the environment are protected,

•

valuable natural and cultural environments are protected and managed,

•

biodiversity is preserved,

•

land, water and the physical environment are used so that a long-term good
management is ensured from an ecological, social, cultural and social costbenefit point-of-view,

• re-use and recycling are promoted so that a natural cycle is achieved.
The parts that have special importance for land-use planning contain planning
guidelines for certain large geographical areas. This includes, among other things,
large parts of the Swedish coastline and the mountains. The Environmental Code also
includes rules that certain areas, certain built-up areas or buildings, and certain roads
and railroads can be given the status of national interest for (e.g.) nature conservation,
cultural heritage, outdoor recreation, defence or social/public cost-benefit reasons. The
national interest areas or objects are defined following a consultation process between
central state authorities, county administrative boards and the municipalities.
According to the Environmental Code, the Government has to examine whether certain
large industrial and energy installations can be allowed, before the detailed
development plan and before project planning or other planning (to prepare for
production) takes place. The Government will then take a stance on the conflicts that
exist involving geographical planning guidelines and national interests as described
above. The Government also determines whether there may exist conflicts involving
other regulations in the Environmental Code. The Government cannot, however, give
permission if the municipality concerned is opposed (the municipal veto). There are
exceptions from the veto when it comes to certain installations of extremely high
importance for the realm, for example installations for the final storage of nuclear
waste. This also applies to large infrastructure investments.
The Planning and Building Act regulates the planning process. Measures on the land
or to buildings that demand permission have to be tried in accordance with the rules
contained in the Planning and Building Act. This applies to all new development, most
cases of reconstruction, the change of use of land and buildings, demolition, etc. The
municipalities are responsible for examining the case and assessing whether the
measures are in accordance with different plans. The municipality mostly uses two
instruments for its planning. These are the previously mentioned comprehensive plan
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and detailed development plan. The comprehensive plan is to present and describe the
main features of the intended use of land and water areas in the municipality. It should
show the municipality’s view of how the built environment should be developed and
preserved. It should also indicate how the municipality intends to provide for the
national interests located in the municipality and how the municipality intends to
observe the environmental quality standards set by the Government.

The municipalities of Sweden are now being preparing the Municipal comprehensive
plans of the third generation. Increasingly they are evolving to become municipal
development programmes that deal with the housing supply, the development of
business and industry, and with environmental considerations. The use of land is also
increasingly being assessed in connection with social objectives.

A Detailed development plan is necessary for new buildings that form part of a
settlement, or if the building has a significant impact on its surroundings, or if it can be
assumed that it is the first building that is in an area under pressure to be developed. A
Detailed development plan is also required for reconstruction if the building forms part
of an area that needs to be considered coherently. In other cases the municipality can
assess the acceptability based on the general regulations of the Planning and Building
Act, as well as the intentions that the municipality has described in its comprehensive
plan.
The Detailed development plan is the implementation instrument of the municipality. It
is legally binding and gives, among other things, the municipality the right to
expropriate land for public use. However, most measures are implemented by
individuals or organisations rather than the municipality. As previously mentioned, the
detailed development plan has to set an implementation period of a minimum of 5
years and a maximum of 15 years. During the implementation period, the rights, that
the plan accords, are economically protected. After the end of the implementation
period the municipality can, without compensation, change the plan so that unused
rights expire. Investments that have been made during the implementation period are,
however, protected.

The Detailed development plan is to show which areas that are to be used for building
and different installations, e.g. for trade, sports, burial sites, traffic, protected areas,
etc. For buildings, the permitted use and extent of the use have to be stated. It is
common practice that, for example, the permitted building height is stated. The detailed
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development plan also has to show public places for streets, roads, squares and parks.
The municipality can also set requirements for the execution of the buildings. In certain
cases matters such as colour and materials are also stated.

•

Legislation and jurisdiction on different levels
National level
The Planning and Building Act applies equally to all of Sweden. It is determined by the
Riksdag, on a proposal by the Government. The same applies for the Environmental
Code. These are the two laws that primarily steer the physical planning. They contain
regulations that limit the rights of the municipalities, who have the responsibility for the
physical planning. This applies, for example, for the planning of areas of national
interest or along all shorelines of lakes and rivers.

The Government deals with the appeal of certain plans. The Government can, in
appeal cases, revoke a plan adopted by the municipality or to make exceptions to a
part of a plan but it cannot draw up new plans instead.

The central government agencies provide advice for municipal planning and they also
make the contents of the national interests more precise.
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Regional level
The county administrative board is a state authority under the Government. The county
administrative board has to consult with the municipality when plans are being drawn
up. It has as its special task the monitoring of the handling of national interests in
municipal planning. The statement by the county administrative board forms part of the
plan documents. The statement should make clear whether the municipality has dealt
with national interests in an acceptable way. The county administrative board is also
the first appeal instance when a municipal decision to adopt a detailed development
plan is appealed by someone entitled to do so. The county administrative board can
then revoke the decision or to exempt a part of the plan from the decision.

Local level
The planning of the use of land and water areas is a municipal matter. The
municipalities have a so called ’planning monopoly’ (planmonopolet).

•

Binding character
According to the Instrument of Government, comprehensive plans cannot be made
legally binding. This would mean a decision on norms that only the Riksdag is allowed
to take (with certain exceptions). Therefore the comprehensive plan is not binding for
individuals or authorities – not even for the municipality that has drawn up the plan.
Thus they are not binding even for the subsequent detailed development planning.
However, they are valuable as well-considered interpretations of the law in cases of
disagreement on the suitable land use of an area.

The detailed development plans are, however, binding for all parties. During the
implementation period, which has to be between 5 and 15 years, they cannot be
changed without fully compensating for financial losses caused by the change. After
the end of the implementation period they remain binding but they can be changed
without compensating for unused rights.

•

Possibilities of complaining and filing of lawsuits
The Planning and Building Act contains regulations on public participation in the
planning process. Both comprehensive plans and detailed development plans are
adopted by the municipal council following a process of consultation and public
exhibition. The planning process is initiated by a programme that states the objectives
of the plan. When the first proposal has been drawn up the municipality has to consult
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with the county administrative board and other municipalities that are affected by the
planning. Consultation also has to take place with property owners, local companies,
residents, special interest organisations, schools, and with those responsible for social
services in the affected area. The contents and the consequences of the plan must be
clearly described during the consultation. The intention is to improve the basis for the
decision and increase the understanding of those responsible for adopting the plan. All
consultation has to be documented and has to describe opinions that have been
received, as well as the comments of the planning authorities. Before the municipal
council makes a decision on the comprehensive plan it has to be exhibited for public
review during a minimum of two months. Opinions and points of view have to be
submitted in writing.

Already at the start of the planning process consultation has to take place with
everyone resident in an area that is affected by a Detailed development plan. The
residents also have the right to study the environmental impact statement that has to
be produced. Before the municipality makes a decision on the detailed development
plan it has to be exhibited in public during a minimum of three weeks. After the public
exhibition all opinions and points of view have to be collected and commented upon.
The municipality may have to negotiate with property owners that believe they lose out
financially because of the plan. When the municipality has adopted a detailed
development plan, the county administrative board, the neighbouring municipalities
and those who have submitted written opinions have to be informed. Those affected by
the plan can appeal to the county administrative board within three weeks. The county
administrative board can take measures against the municipal decision to adopt the
plan if:
• the rights of the individuals are unreasonably harmed,
• national interests are being threatened and this is in conflict with the comprehensive
plan,
• the interests of the neighbouring municipalities are being unsuitably affected,
• health and security are under threat,
• the planning process has not followed the demands of the law.

Those unhappy with the decision of the county administrative board may appeal to the
Government. Most detailed development plans are not appealed and become legally
binding three weeks after the municipal board has adopted them.
The Government’s decision can be appealed to the the Supreme Administrative Court
(Regeringsrätten) which can give special permission and consider the case. The
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Supreme Administrative Court will then only review whether the decision has been
made in accordance with the legally correct process.

•

Planning necessity and voluntariness
The municipality has an obligation to plan. The Municipal comprehensive plan
is thus compulsory and has to be considered by the municipal council at least
once during each term of office – i.e. at least every four years. The level of
ambition of the comprehensive planning is determined independently by the
municipality. The drawing up of detailed comprehensive plans is entirely
voluntary.

The municipality is also obliged to draw up a Detailed development plan for
building development that cannot take place without a plan. However, the
municipality makes an independent decision on when a plan should be drawn
up. A land owner who wishes to exploit his/her land cannot file a complaint in a
court or with superior authorities to force planning to take place.
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level

national

level

Aspect

Government
agencies

•

•

•

•

•

•

Draws up plans for
roads, railroads, etc.

Are responsible for the
presentation of national
interests in accordance
with the Environmental
Code

Provide advice and
guidance for planning
•

•

•

A

Do not
•
produce any
plans for the
use of land
and water
areas

Plans for
roads,
railways, etc
that are both
general in
nature and
preparatory
for production •

Establishes
plans for
roads,
railways,
harbours,
airports

B

Water,
energy

planning

sectoral planning sectoral

Does not
•
produce any
plans for the
use of land
and water
areas

plans

•
Public
information.
Public
participation
in infrastructure
planning

Public
information
Directed
hearings

participation

Prepares proposals for
•
legislation
Decides on ordinances
•
for the application of
laws
Decides on the
distribution of resources
for infrastructure
investments
Decides on whether
appealed plans can be
formally established

planning process

The Government •

character

scopebinding

institution(s),

planning

3. Planning levels and specific aspects

•

C

Education
, health,
social
welfare,
culture

planning

sectoral
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D……

planning

sectoral

level

regional

level

Aspect

County councils

County
administrative
boards

character

scopebinding

institution(s),

planning

•

•

Are normally
responsible for public
transport
The Stockholm County
Council is responsible
for regional planning in
the county

•

•

•

•

•

Advice and guidance for •
planning
Responsibility for
providing details for the
national interests
according to the
Environmental Code
Provides a statement for
the comprehensive plan
Ensures that detailed
development plans do
not contravene national
interests etc.
Deals with appealed
detailed development
plans
Regional
•
planning in
Stockholm
County
follows
detailed
rules on
public
participation

A

The
regional
plan in
Stockholm
County

Do not
produce
physical
sectoral plans

B

planning

sectoral planning sectoral

Do not
•
produce any
plans for the
use of land
and water
areas

plans

General
•
information
to the public

participation

•

planning process

C

planning

sectoral
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D……

planning

sectoral

local level

regional/

sub-

level

Aspect

The
municipalities

character

scopebinding

institution(s),

planning

•

Are responsible for the
planning of land and
water areas

planning process

•

A

Also produces
sectoral plans
for housing
provision,
streets, water,
energy,
schools, etc.

B

planning

sectoral planning sectoral

Produces
•
comprehens
ive plans,
detailed
comprehens
ive plans,
detailed
developmen
t plans, area
regulations
and give
building
permits

plans

Follows
•
detailed
rules on
public
participation

participation

C

planning

sectoral
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D……

planning

sectoral

